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Who am I?

•Co-author with Mark Leslie 
Lefebvre of Taking the Short Tack: 
Creating Income and Connecting 
with Readers Using Short Fiction

•Author of the Ann Kinnear 
Suspense Novels and Suspense 
Shorts and the Lizzy Ballard Thrillers



TRADITIONAL 
PUBLISHING

•Earn upfront income
•Leverage professional 

editors, designers, 
distribution channels
•Establish brand and name 

recognition

If you pursue placement in traditional outlets, 
start at the top of your wish list!



•Odds
•Time
•Money

SO WHY NOT 
TRADITIONAL 
PUBLISHING?



•Creativity – Write what 
inspires you
•Control – Act as your own 

gatekeeper, set your own 
schedule
•Care – Give your work love 

... forever
•Cash – Small but steady

INDY 
PUBLISHING



CREATING INCOME



•Leverage indy pub 
production and distribution 
tools / platforms
•Price attractively
•Consider print (24 page 

minimum on KDP)

STANDALONE 
EBOOKS



•Anthologize a writer’s group’s 
works
•Collect your own works

ANTHOLOGIES 
& 

COLLECTIONS



•Technical improvements 
lower cost and complexity
•Sell via a distributor or direct 

AUDIO



CONNECTING 
WITH READERS



• Introduce your 
world / characters / style
•Consider prequels / origin 

stories / x.5 in series
•Use deleted scenes

READER 
MAGNETS 

AND 
FUNNELS



•Tweets
•Bookmarks
•Postcards
•Pitches

PROMOTE 
YOUR WORK 
WITH FLASH 

FICTION



•Tell the whole story
•Pique their interest
•Make the sale (with QR codes 

or chapbook editions)

AUTHOR 
READINGS



•Create a scale model
•Test the waters

MARKET 
RESEARCH



BEST PRACTICES



CONSISTENT BRANDING > AFFORDABLE COVERS



• How Mark Lefebvre COPE’d with “Browsers” ...

• 1999 – Sold first rights to Challenging Destiny

• 2004 –Reprinted in collection One Hand Screaming

• 2005+ – Printed as standalone chapbook to distribute 

at book festivals and author events

• 2008 – Sold reprint rights to anthology Bound for Evil

• 2008 – Reprinted in POD chapbook Active Reader & 
Other Cautionary Tales from the Book World

• 2015 – Included in e-book edition of Active Reader

• 2017 – Included in audiobook version of Active Reader

• 2019 – Re-edited and re-released the chapbook in 
ebook and print

CREATE ONCE, 
PUBLISH 

EVERYWHERE



•Build relationships
•Create the environment
•Pay it forward

BEING AN 
ACTIVE 

MEMBER OF 
THE 

COMMUNITY



Are you ready to 
reach your readers with 

NO GATEKEEPERS?



Taking the Short Tack: 
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